[MS-RDPEFS]: Remote Desktop Protocol: File System Virtual Channel
Extension

This topic lists the Errata found in [MS-RDPEFS] since it was last published. Since
this topic is updated frequently, we recommend that you subscribe to these RSS
or Atom feeds to receive update notifications.
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Errata are subject to the same terms as the Open Specifications documentation
referenced.

Errata below are for Protocol Document Version V23.0 – 2016/07/14.
Errata
Published*
2016/09/26

Description
In Section 2.2.3.4.2, Client Drive Close Response (DR_DRIVE_CLOSE_RSP), updated the size
of the DeviceCloseResponse field from 21 bytes to 20 bytes and added the 1 byte Padding
field.
Changed from:
DeviceCloseResponse (21 bytes):
Changed to:
DeviceCloseResponse (20 bytes):
Included the following field:
Padding (1 byte): An 8-bit unsigned integer that is intended to allow the client minor
flexibility in determining the overall packet length. This field is unused and MUST be ignored.

2016/09/26

In Section 2.2.2.3, Client Announce Reply (DR_CORE_CLIENT_ANNOUNCE_RSP), changed
ClientID to ClientId in the ClientId field description.
Changed from:
...
ClientId (4 bytes): A 32-bit unsigned integer that the client MUST set to either the ClientID
field,...

Changed to:
...
ClientId (4 bytes): A 32-bit unsigned integer that the client MUST set to either the ClientId
field,...
2016/08/15

In Section 2.2.1.3, Device Announce Header (DEVICE_ANNOUNCE),
clarified that the maximum device name length should be 7 characters
to account for the null terminator in the PreferredDosName field
description.
Changed from:
...
PreferredDosName (8 bytes): A string of ASCII characters with a maximum
length of eight characters that represent the name of the device as it
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appears on the client. This field MUST not be null-terminated if the
device name is 8 characters long. The following characters are
considered invalid for the PreferredDosName field:
...
Changed to:
...
PreferredDosName (8 bytes): A string of ASCII characters (with a
maximum length of eight characters) that represents the name of the
device as it appears on the client. This field MUST be null-terminated,
so the maximum device name is 7 characters long. The following
characters are considered invalid for the PreferredDosName field:
...

*Date format: YYYY/MM/DD

